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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which file inside the CUPS configuration directory contains the
definition of the printers?
A. cups-devices.conf
B. printers.conf
C. cupsd.conf
D. snmp.conf
E. printcap.conf
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation

Section: Essential System Services

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Set-DistributionGroup
B. Set-MailboxServer
C. Start-ManagedFolderAssistant
D. Set-ClientAccessServer
Answer: B
Explanation:
We need to use the Set-MailboxServer cmdlet with the
ForceGroupMetricsGeneration parameter to force a count of the
number of members of the distribution groups.
The ForceGroupMetricsGeneration parameter specifies that group
metrics information must be generated on the Mailbox server
regardless of whether that server generates an offline address
book (OAB). By default, group metrics are generated only on
servers that generate OABs. Group metrics information is used
by MailTips to inform senders about how many recipients their
messages will be sent to. You need to use this parameter if
your organization doesn't generate OABs and you want the group
metrics data to be available.
Topic 6, Mix Questions

NEW QUESTION: 3
An engineer is asked to explain the differences. from a
customer perspective. between the currently deployed L3VPN and
an upgrade to an ATom VPN solution. Which two statements
describe their differences? (Choose two.)
A. The customer edge router forwarding rate would significantly
improve
B. The provider edge router would require less maintenance and
less configuration.
C. The customer edge router network would appear as directly
connected.
D. The customer edge router should run a dynamic Interior
Gateway Protocol to interact with the provider edge router.
E. No routing interaction with the provider edge router would
be necessary.
Answer: C,E
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